Pericytes, also known as Rouget cells or mural cells, are associated abluminally with all vascular capillaries and post-capillary venules. Differences in pericyte morphology and distribution among vascular beds suggest tissue-specific functions. Based on their location and their complement of muscle cytoskeletal proteins, pericytes have been proposed to play a role in the regulation of blood flow. In vitro studies demonstrating the contractile ability of pericytes support this concept. Pericytes have also been suggested to be oligopotential and have been reported to differentiate into adipocytes, osteoblasts and phagocytes. The mechanisms involved in vessel formation have yet to be elucidated but observations indicate that the primordial endothelium can recruit undifferentiated mesenchymal cells and direct their differentiation into pericytes in microvessels, and smooth muscle cells in large vessels. Communication between endothelial cells and pericytes, or their precursors, may take many forms. Soluble factors such as platelet-derived growth factor and transforming growth factors-beta are likely to be involved. In addition, physical contact mediated by cell adhesion mokcules, integrins and gap junctions appear to contribute to the control of vascular growth and function. Development of culture methods has allowed some functions of pericytes to be directly examined. Co-culture of pericytes with endothelial cells leads to the activation of transforming growth factor-beta, which in turn influences the growth and differentiation of the vascular cells. Finally, the pericyte has been implicated in the development of a variety of pathologies including hypertension, multiple sclerosis, diabetic microangiopathy and tumor vascularization, Each pericyte possesses a cell body with a prominent nucleus and a small amount of surrounding cytoplasm [S-7]. Protruding from the cell body are long processes which parallel the long axis of the capillary and taper to smaller processes which encircle the capillary wall. Periz Corresponding author, Tel. (+ I-617) 355-8377; Fax (+ l-617) 3% 7043: E-Mail: damore.-p@Al .tch.harvard.edu cytes are embedded within a basement membrane which surrounds the capillary tubes. In vitro evidence suggests that both endothelial cells (EC) and pericytes contribute to the formation of the basement membrane [8] . Their processes penetrate the basement membrane to directly contact the underlying endothelium and, in a reciprocal manner, endothelial processes penetrate into the pericytes [9] . Early studies by Zimmermann [4] revealed the presence of -90 processes with a width of 0.3-0.8 pm per 100 brn of capillary length. Interestingly, the distance between cell bodies is -70 p,m in the retina and 50 km in the brain, suggesting an interdigitation of processes among neighboring pericytes. In fact, a single perkyte can extend processes to more than one capillary within the microcirculation [7,10,1 II. The physiological significance of this is currently unknown. as is whether the number or size of Time for primary review 15 days OOQ8-6363/96/$15.00
1. Pericyte characteristics 1. I. 1. Structure and distrihutim Perivascular cells in close association with capillaries were first noted over 100 years ago by Eberth [l] and Rouget [2, 3] . Zimmermann [4] introduced the term "pericyte' ' to describe these cells that are: found adjacent to capillaries in a variety of tissues in many species, continuous with vascular smooth muscle cells of arteries and veins, and distinctively shaped with many cytoplasmic processes that encircle capillaries.
Each pericyte possesses a cell body with a prominent nucleus and a small amount of surrounding cytoplasm [S-7] . Protruding from the cell body are long processes which parallel the long axis of the capillary and taper to smaller processes which encircle the capillary wall. Peri-cytes are embedded within a basement membrane which surrounds the capillary tubes. In vitro evidence suggests that both endothelial cells (EC) and pericytes contribute to the formation of the basement membrane [8] . Their processes penetrate the basement membrane to directly contact the underlying endothelium and, in a reciprocal manner, endothelial processes penetrate into the pericytes [9] . Early studies by Zimmermann [4] revealed the presence of -90 processes with a width of 0.3-0.8 pm per 100 brn of capillary length. Interestingly, the distance between cell bodies is -70 p,m in the retina and 50 km in the brain, suggesting an interdigitation of processes among neighboring pericytes. In fact, a single perkyte can extend processes to more than one capillary within the microcircula-pericyte processes varies among different tissues and species.
The number of pericytes per se. however, varies significantly in different tissues and among different sized vessels. On either side of a capillary bed, there is a continuum of cells from true pericytes surrounding capillaries. to intermediate cells resembling both smooth muscle cells (SMC) and pericytes at the interface between arteriolar or venular capillaries and arterioles or venules, to true SMC surrounding terminal arterioles, venules and larger vessels [ 12,131. Furthermore, there are structural differences among pericytes on the arterial and venous sides of capillary beds. In general, pericytes are more numerous and have more extensive processes on venous capillaries and post-capillary venules [ 141. Also, pericytes on larger venules, compared to those of venous capillaries, tend to be longer and exhibit more contact with the endothelium [ 121.
The differences in distribution and structure among pericytes suggest that they may have vessel-or tissuespecific roles. Hence, pericytes have a variety of proposed functions including: regulation of capillary blood flow; as multipotent mesenchymal cells and specific precursors to vascular SMC; phagocytosis; and regulation of new capillary growth.
Regulation ofjlow
The proposed role of pericytes in capillary blood flow is based predominantly on morphological and ultrastructural observations. Pericytes exhibit a number of characteristics consistent with muscle cell activity and their location in capillaries would enable them to regulate the contraction of the underlying endothelium. The presence of actin in pericytes has been demonstrated on the abluminal cytoplasm of foot processes [ 15,161. Furthermore, the adhesive protein fibronectin has been localized to the junctional regions between pericyte processes and EC [ 171 and may anchor the pericyte during the transfer of contractile force.
More recent immunocytochemical and biochemical studies provide further evidence for contractile machinery within pericytes and indicate that they may function in a manner analogous to vascular SMC. Herman The concept that pericyte expression of o-SM actin differs between the pericytes of the post-capillary microvessels and those of true capillaries is intriguing. However, since the vasculature otherwise appears to have gradients of both expression and function, it seems more likely that the pericytes of true capillaries may have less (u-SM actin than the pericytes of their neighbors and not lack (w-SM actin altogether. The limits of sensitivity of immunohistochemical analysis may prevent observation of reduced o-SM actin levels. The fact that many have reported o-SM actin in pericytes both in vivo and in vitro lends some credence to this suggestion.
Whether pericyte contraction is a universal or restricted function remains to be determined, but these cells, in general, exhibit other features of muscle-like cells. Tropomyosin and muscle myosin isoforms are expressed in a pattern similar to that of a-SM actin with levels in pericytes somewhat lower than that of vascular SMC [26, 27] . Joyce and coworkers [28] also demonstrated the presence in pericytes of cyclic GMP-dependent protein kinase, which is involved in the regulation of smooth muscle cell contraction.
Although direct evidence of pericyte contraction in vivo is limited, Tilton and his coworkers [9] , using ultrastructural morphometric techniques, demonstrated the compression of endothelial cell membranes by apposing pericytes and reported a pericyte contractile response to vasoactive agents in skeletal muscle. Interestingly, 11-2 treatment which led to increased albumin permeability in rat muscle, was found to alter the distribution of pericytes from a distribution that was more random to a pattern of localization around junctions [29] . It should also be noted in the context of this discussion of "contractility" at the level of the capillary that extremely small changes in the internal diameter of a capillary would lead to reduced blood flow. The diameter of a true capillary is just sufficient for the passage of a red blood cell. Very subtle narrowing of the lumen. which would presumably result from a "contraction" of the pericyte, may be below the level of resolution of our morphological methods yet functionally very effective at altering blood flow.
Using an in vitro model, Kelley and her co-workers [30] reported that retinal pericytes cultured on a collagen lattice decrease the surface area of the lattice over several days. Furthermore, the contractile activity of pericytes cultured on a silicon rubber substrate is modulated by vasoactive agents [31] . Das et al. [32] also demonstrated the contraction of pericytes in culture by permeabilizing the cells and measuring a dose-dependent response to ATP. In these same experiments. endothelial and epithelial cells did not demonstrate contractile activity.
Additional evidence for a role of pericytes in the regulation of capillary flow comes from the identification of known regulators of vessel "tone". Whereas EC are well known to produce the vasoconstrictor endothelin 1 (reviewed in [33]), pericytes have been shown to express endothelin receptors [34] . Similarly, EC produce the potent vasodilator nitric oxide (NO) which leads to the relaxation of SMC via a cGMP-dependent mechanism (reviewed in [35] ). Since pericytes are similar to SMC in many aspects of their contractile machinery. it is reasonable to suspect that EC-derived NO leads to comparable effects in the capillary. Evidence for this has been provided using in vitro systems where sodium nitroprusside was shown to lead to relaxation of pre-contracted pericytes [3 1.361.
The marked similarity to vascular SMC has led to the theory that pericytes are specific precursors of SMC [ 131. A study of mesenteric capillary growth in rats [37] suggests that fibroblasts transform into capillary pericytes which. in turn. become vascular smooth muscle cells. Hence. as capillaries are remodeled into larger vessels to meet an increased functional demand, pericytes are further differentiated to become true SMC, as needed.
Pericytes as pluripotent cells
Pericytes are also thought to be multipotent, capable of becoming adipocytes, osteoblasts and phagocytes. Richardson et al. [38] reported the conversion of capillary pericytes to immature adipocytes in the inguinal fat pad of rats in response to thermal injury. They found an increase in rough endoplasmic reticulum in the pericytes, movement away from capillary basement membrane and subsequent differentiation into immature adipocytes. These data are consistent with a previous suggestion that the adipocyte precursor cell is a perivascular cell, associated with the reticuloendothelial system [39] .
A role for pericytes as osteoblast progenitors has also been proposed. In ultrastructural studies of electrically induced osteogenesis in rabbit, a close spatial relationship between microvessels. polymorphic osteoblast precursor cells. osteoblasts and bone was noted [40] . Subsequent studies [41] demonstrated that pericytes in vitro form colonies that incorporate calcium phosphate, produce an extracellular matrix (ECM) rich in alkaline phosphatase and collagen, and synthesize large amounts of osteocalcin. Furthermore, in a model of bone formation using rat femur [42] , pericytes in preexisting microvessels were labeled with Monastral blue and were shown to migrate toward. and become incorporated into, newly formed bone tissue as osteoblasts.
Many investigators [43-461 have also huggested that brain pericytes are microglial cells and, hence. the precursors to brain macrophages. In fact, Maxwell and Kruger [43] reported that following irradiation of the brain, pericytes undergo mitosis and penetrate the brain parenchyma to become microglia. Phagocytic activity of pericytes was first demonstrated using electron microscopic techniques. Majno et al. [47] observed that following histamine treatment, pericytes of venules gradually take up carbon over the course of several months. In further support of the theory that pericytes act as phagocytic cells, systemic injection of protein tracers into immature mice lead to an accumulation of tracer in the pericytes of the brain and spinal cord [48] . Similarly, exogenous administration of trypan blue and horseradish peroxidasc lead to uptake by cerebral pericytes [49] . Markov and Dimova [50] found that. following lead poisoning, brain pericytes become hypertrophic. increasing their cell volume. Pericy tes arc also thought to he structurally homologous to mcsangial cells in the glomerulus [S I]. which demonstr-ate significant phagocytic properties [52] .
Finally, pericytes may play a regulatory role in the control of capillary growth. For example, during wound healing, it is thought that pericytes from preexisting microvessels, or newly derived pericytes, come into contact with endothelial cells that are forming new vessels and exert an inhibitory effect on EC proliferation 1531. Evidence to support these concepts about the regulatory interactions between endothelial cells and pericyles comes from in vitro studies and will be discussed in detaii rn subsequent sections.
Vessel formation
Blood vessels are among the first organs to de.velop during embryogenesis and are derived entirely from the mesoderm [54, 55] . Blood vessels, in general, are composed of distinct cell layers, although their exact cellular composition varies with vessel size, reflecting in part, differences in vascular function. As previously mentioned. small blood vessels such as capillaries are composed of EC surrounded by a basal lamina and a single layer of pericytes. The outermost layer of capillaries, or adventitin, is a thin layer of connective tissue that is continuous with that of the surrounding tissue.
Large blood vessels are comprised of three layers: the intima, media and adventitia. The intima. the innermost layer, is made up of one cell type -the endotheliumwhich lines the lumenal surface. Intimal SMC can also be found but their frequency appears to be a function of species, age and pathology. The media is composed of multiple layers of SMC, and is separated from the intima by an internal elastic lamina. The outermost adventitial layer consists of loose connective tissue and contains smaller blood vessels and nerves.
Pericyte recruitment in vessel formation
Blood vessel assembly during embryogenesis, a process known as vasculogenesis, begins with clustering of primitive vascular cells or hemangioblasts, into blood islands [56] . These blood islands consist of endothelium and primitive blood cells and give rise to tube-like endothelial structures which define the pattern of the vasculature [.57]. Branching and remodeling of such structures, a process known as angiogenesis, leads to the formation of a primitive vascular network.
Embryonic data suggest that the initial endothelial tubes may be responsible for subsequent development of vessel layers; that is, the presumptive intimal endothelium may function to recruit and organize mural cells (pericytes in the microvasculature; smooth muscle cells in large vessels). As the endothelial tubes invade organ primordia, they become surrounded by locally-derived mesenchymal cells (i.e. precursors of mural cells; adventitial fibroblasts) [58] . Hence, the primordia themselves contribute the mural cell layer(s) to the developing vessels, which may result in tissue-specific functional and regulatory properties of pericytes, as well as SMC. This is in contrast to EC which are thought to be of uniform origin [59] .
The exact mechanism(s) by which EC recruit pericytes or SMC during vessel formation is unknown. Since there appears to be a tight control between the number of EC and mural cells at any given point in the vascular tree, it is likely that multiple sites of control exist (Fig. 1) . Potential regulators include soluble factors that act in an autocrine and/or paracrine manner, mechanical forces secondary to blood flow and blood pressure, as well as homotypic (EC-EC, mural cell-mural cell) and heterotypic (EC-mural cell) cell contacts.
It is well known that EC and mural cells communicate, and thereby influence each other's behavior, via bi-directional extracellular exchange of soluble mediators. EC are a source of diffusible factors which regulate mural cell, and possibly mural cell-precursor, proliferation and migration. Hence, EC-mural cell precursor interactions mediated by soluble effecters may play an important role in blood vessel morphogenesis, as well as in a variety of vascular diseases which are discussed in Section 6 below.
Soluble effecters of pericyte recruitment by EC
Among the diffusible soluble factors synthesized and secreted by EC, are a variety of polypeptide growth factors, including platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) [60] Neovascularization Fig. 1 , Cell-cell interactions in forming vessels. EC recruit mesenchymal cells via the elaboration of soluble factors such as platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), heparin-binding epidermal growth factor (HB-EGF) or basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF). The mural cell precursors migrate to the EC where they make contact. The heterotypic interactions lead to the activation of transforming growth factor-beta 1 (TGF-P 1). which induces the mesenchymal cells to express SMC/pericyte markers and inhibits EC proliferation. Alterations in the microenvironment brought about by injury and/or ischemia disrupt this balance leading to local increases in growth stimulators such as FGF and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). These changes result in the cell proliferation that characterizes normal wound healing and a variety of pathologies.
and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) 1611, which appear to function in a paracrine fashion to promote mural cell proliferation and/or migration. PDGF is a dimeric molecule consisting of homo-and heterotypic dimers of two subunits, PDGF-A and PDGF-B, namely PDGF-AA, PDGF-BB and PDGF-AB. Although all three forms of PDGF are functional, the response of a particular cell is dependent on its specific complement of receptors. The PDGF receptor consists of two subunits, alpha and beta. The alpha subunit binds both A and B chains, whereas the beta subunit binds only the B chain [62] .
The spatial distribution of active PDGF ligand and receptor genes in both early and late stages of human placental development was analyzed by Holmgren et al. 1631 and their observations suggest a role for PDGF in vessel formation. They found that the microcapillary EC co-express PDGF-B and PDGF-P-receptor genes, indicating that EC proliferation may be stimulated in an autocrine fashion by this molecule during placental angiogenesis. Furthermore, EC of larger, developing blood vessels maintain high PDGF-B expression, but have no detectable PDGF-P-receptor mRNA. In contrast, PDGF-P-receptor mRNA is readily detectable in fibroblast-like cells and SMC in the surrounding intima of intermediate and macro blood vessels. These data suggest that EC-derived PDGF-B may have a paracrine effect on mural cell-precursor migration and proliferation during vessel development. In support of this theory, we have demonstrated (Gabriels and D'Amore, manuscript submitted), using an in vitro co-culture system, that SMC migrate directionally toward EC. Neutralizing antibodies to PDGF-B inhibit the EC-stimulated migration of SMC, suggesting that PDGF may be involved in the EC-mural cell precursor interactions nec-essary for vessels to form (see Fig. 1 ).
bFGF, a member of the family of heparin-binding mitogem, is a single polypeptide chain with an isoelectric point of 9.6 that exists in several isoforms ranging in molecular weights from 18 to 25 kD. EC have been reported to synthesize but not secrete bFGF; however, there are reports that bFGF can be associated with the ECM [64, 65] . The release of bFGF from the cell cytoplasm may occur during cell injury or death [66] , whereas the release of stored bFGF from the ECM may occur via displacement with heparin or by degradation by heparinases [67] . bFGF is angiogenic, as well as mitogenic [68] and chemotactic [69] for SMC. Thus, although its mechanism of release remains unclear, it is also a candidate for involvement in SMC-or pericyte-precursor recruitment by EC.
Another member of the family of heparin-binding mitogens is heparin-binding epidermal growth factor (HB-EGF). Initially, it was purified from macrophages [70] . HB-EGF stimulates the migration of SMC [7 11 and pericyte proliferation (D'Amore and Klagsbrun. unpublished data), but not EC. HB-EGF has 40% homology with EGF, but possesses an N-terminal extension, which confers heparin affinity. Other sites of HB-EGF synthesis have not been identified, but its production by vascular EC [72] makes it a candidate-effector for EC recruitment of mural cells.
Connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) is a 38-kD cysteine-rich secreted protein that is immunologically related to PDGF and 45% homologous to the SRC-induced immediate early gene product CEF-10 [73] . CTGF is a mitogen and chemoattractant for mesenchymal cells. It was identified in conditioned media (CM) derived from human umbilical vein EC. Hence, it may also be an effector in EC recruitment of mural cell precursors during vessel formation.
Pericyte interactions with endothelial cells
Soluble regulators, as well as cell-cell contacts, may also play a role in the differentiation of mural cell-precursors into pericytes or SMC (Fig. 2) . Once the pericyte precursors have been recruited to the EC, the two cell types make contact through discontinuities in the vessel basement membrane 1741. Similarly, myoendothelial junctions in large vessels occur through fenestrations in the internal elastic lamina [7.5] . These EC-mural cell junctional complexes are thought to involve cell-adhesion molecules (CAMS), substrate adherence molecules (SAM& the ECM itself, and gap junctions [76] . Although few data exist, any of these factors, as well as soluble regulators, may contribute to the differentiation of pericytes and SMC.
Although the precise nature of the contact is unknown, it is clear from previous studies by ourselves and others that cell-cell contact is necessary for the functioning of at least one growth factor -transforming growth factor type (31 [77] . Both EC and mural cells grown separately were demonstrated to produce a latent form of TGF-8 1. which is activated upon EC-mural cell contact (see below for details). This phenomenon takes on particular relevance in light of evidence that TGF-P induces the expression of cl-SM actin (a marker for SMC) expression in myofibroblasts [78] as well as in pericytes [79] . Furthermore. in mice that lack TGF-Pl, there is insufficient vascular development secondary to suppression of EC differentiation [80] . Hence, TGF-@I may influence both EC and mural cells during vessel formation.
The role of EC-mural cell contacts is almost certainly not limited to vessel formation. The same types of cell-cell interactions may be vital to the maintenance and functioning of the quiescent vessel (see Fig. 2 ). In the adult vessel. EC and pericytes in vivo are likely to continue to synthesize and secrete soluble factors which exert bi-directional effects on growth and differentiation (reviewed in [Sl] ). For instance, the conditioned media from confluent EC inhibit the growth of mural cells in vitro [82] , emphasizing the intercellular growth regulatory capacity in this system.
I. 1. Gap junctions
Gap junctions are aggregates of intercellular channels that connect the cytoplasms of adjoining cells and allow the passage of small molecules ( < 1000 kD1, ions and nutrients. Although gap junctions between EC and mural cells have been detected in vitro 183,841, their exact function in vascular cells is unknown. Gap junctions have been implicated in cellular interactions during growth and development in a variety of systems (for review, see t&5,86]) where they are thought to be conduits for growth-modulating signals. This may also be the case in the vasculature.
Data regarding junctional communication in vivo are mixed. Segal and Beny [87] injected Lucifer yellow into cells of the hamster cheek pouch arterioles. When EC were injected, the dye was transferred to numerous neighboring EC. On the other hand, SMC injected with dye did not transfer to other SMC and neither cell type showed evidence of transfer to the other. More recent data using the same model suggest that whereas EC are well-coupled, there is less effective transfer of dye through SMC junc-tions [88] . Junctions between EC and SMC revealed a dramatic polarity; dyes transferred from EC to SMC but there was virtually no transfer in the reverse direction. The differing results may be due to different dyes that were used to assess gap junctional communication. Studies of dyes indicate that transfer among various gap junction channels depends on their protein composition [89] . The latter study employed biotin which the authors comment "is superior to Lucifer yellow in tracing gap junctions". Although equivalent studies have not been conducted in the microvasculature, the similarities between large and small vessel EC, and SMC and pericytes, suggest that junctional communication may also occur in capillaries. The exact role of gap junctional intercellular communication between these cells is unknown, but it is thought to play a role in growth control and blood flow. Also unknown is the exact connexin (Cx) composition of the EC and mural cells in vivo.
The endothelium has been shown to express Cx40 in vivo. Contrary to the findings of Bruzzone and coworkers [90] , Cx43 was also detected in arteriolar EC [92] . Some investigators detected only Cx43 in SMC [90, 94] , whereas others also found Cx40 [92] . Furthermore, the A7r5 aortic SMC line was shown to express both Cx43 and Cx40 [95] .
It will be of interest to determine the Cx composition of various vessels within the same animal and whether there are cross-species differences. The patterns of Cx expression may change as a function of vessel size, physiological role and species. If EC in vivo express only Cx40 and Cx37 as some researchers believe, and mural cells express only Cx43, EC and SMC would be capable of communicating through only heterotypic channels of Cx43 and Cx37, as functional heterotypic channels do not form between Cx43 and Cx40 [96] . However, if EC and mural cells express the same Cx type, they would then be able to communicate through homotypic channels (i.e. Cx43-Cx43 and Cx40-Cx40). This may be relevant because it is possible that different channel types and partners represent differing gap junction functions.
I .2. Cell adhesion molecules
Regardless of the Cx composition of the gap junction channels in EC and mural cells, it is known from previous studies that gap junction membrane-insertion and function, in general, is dependent on the co-expression of appropriate cell adhesion molecules [97, 98] . The exact CAMS which interact with gap junctions in the vasculature have not been identified. However, the identity and independent roles of many CAMS in vessels have been examined.
EC are known to express the Ca*+-sensitive adhesion molecules VE-cadherin (or cadherin-5) [99] , P-cadherin [ 1001, E-cadherin (specifically in brain capillaries - [ 1011) and N-cadherin [102] . Mural cells express N-cadherin, as well, which has been proposed to mediate EC-SMC interactions in vitro and in vivo [103] .
EC and mural cells also express CAMS that mediate interactions amongst themselves or with other cell types. For example, pericytes have been reported to express V-CAM, which was increased by treatment with TNF-o [ 1041. Similarly, EC express PECAM-1 [ 1051 and P-and E-selectin (reviewed in [ 1061) which are thought to mediate EC-platelet, EC-leukocyte and/or EC-EC interactions. Though there has been no definitive demonstration regarding the function of CAMS on pericytes, involvement of these adhesion molecules in inflammatory responses is a likely role [ 104. 107].
Integrins
Integrins are also expressed in both EC and mural cells. These molecules are cell surface adhesion receptors that anchor cells to the ECM and cytoskeleton, as well as mediate transmembrane signaling (reviewed in [ 108, 109] ). Thus, the cells of the vasculature have a complex environment in which multiple forms of cell-cell signaling occur in concert.
Tissue culture
The isolation and culture of microvascular pericytes has been accomplished and usually involves a combination of mechanical disruption and enzymatic digestion (for details see D'Amore [ 1 lo]). Because of the tight attachment between pericytes and capillary endothelial cells, it is difficult to isolate a significant number of pericytes totally free of capillary endothelium. However, even though primary cultures of pericytes in the first days following the isolation procedure may contain numerous endothelial cells, the cultures become more homogenous with time. Certain culture conditions appear to contribute to the fact that pericyte growth predominates over that of the EC. First, growing endothelial cells synthesize platelet-derived growth factor A and B chains [l 11-l 131 as well as heparin-binding EGF (HB-EGF) [72] which are potent stimulators of pericyte proliferation ([68] and Klagsbrun and D' Amore, unpublished data). Although pericytes make endothelial mitogens, the EC-derived pericyte growth factors appear to dominate. Second, the primary cultures are established on uncoated tissue culture plastic whereas capillary EC have historically been noted to prefer coatings with some matrix component such as gelatin or fibronectin [114] . Third, and perhaps most importantly, endothelial cell-pericyte co-cultures lead to the inhibition of endothelial growth.
During our early efforts to establish primary cultures of microvascular cells from the bovine retina, we noted small colonies of EC, interspersed with isolated pericytes. With time, the pericyte number increased and endothelial cell colonies appeared to cease growing and occasionally detach from the substrate. Subsequently, we showed endothelial cell-pericyte co-culture leads to the activation of transforming growth factor type Bl (TGF-B), a potent inhibitor of endothelial cell proliferation [ 1151 (see below for more details). Although the proliferation of pericytes is also inhibited by TGF-B [68]. we suspect that the level of pericyte mitogens derived from the growing EC is sufficient to overcome the inhibitory actions of the TGF-B. Thus, the culture conditions under which primary cultures of pericytes are established appears to favor the proliferation of pericytes over EC and thus permits the culture of pericytes for cell biological. biochemical, and molecular biological studies described below.
Co-culture models
Interesting information regarding the possible functions of pericytes has been derived by studying homogenous cultures of pericytes. These include their ability to make a variety of ECM components [8] , their contractile activity [30] . and their response to a variety of growth stimulators and inhibitors [23, 68] . The list of products made by pericytes is expanding as quickly as the number of investigators that culture the cells. For example, pericytes have been shown to synthesize the ECM proteins fibronectin and laminin [8] , collagen [ 1 161 and glycosaminoglycans [I 171 .
However. pericytes exist in very close association with microvascular EC in vivo. Thus, their physiologic functions are best examined in the context of their interactions with microvascular endothelium. For this reason, we and others have developed a variety of co-culture models in which to examine the intercellular communication between pericytes and microvascular endothelium. There have been a limited number of studies of cell-cell interactions in the microvascuiature using microvascular EC in co-culture with pericytes. The most extensive investigations of coculture effects have focused on growth control. Co-culture of pericytes with EC inhibits the growth [118] and migration [ 1191 of the EC. The inhibition of the EC is dependent on contact between pericytes and is due to the activation of TGF-B 1 [77,1 191 . Although the precise details of the interaction which lead to TGF-B activation have yet to be clarified, the ability of agents that interfere with the plasminogen activator system to prevent the activation suggests a role for plasmin { 1193. In addition, the inclusion of mannose h-phosphate in co-cultures of EC and SMC also blocked the generation of inhibitory activity [120] . The inhibitory effect of the mannose 6-phosphate is thought to be due to its blocking the binding of latent TGF-Bl to the surface of the SMC. where it would presumably become a more effective substrate for the plasmin.
It is clear that the interactions between EC and pericytes similarly inlluence pericyte proliferation. Conditioned media collected from EC vary in their effects on mural cells, depending on the density of the conditioning EC [82] . Media collected from sparse EC either have no effect or are mildly stimulatory for SMC or pericyte grow?th whereas media conditioned by post confluent EC are strongly inhibitory. Similar inhibitory activity is observed when EC and SMC are cultured on opposite sides of a porous membrane [ 1211. These results are consistent with the nature of the interactions that might be expected between the two cell types. Growing EC, which characterize development or certain pathologies. would be expected to induce proliferation of mural cells to associate with newly forming vessels. In contrast, the mural cells of mature vessels are quiescent and it is reasonable to suspect that EC play a role in maintaining this suppressed growth state.
5.1.1. In r,itro angiogenesis EC in culture have been shown to form tube-like capillary structures under a variety of conditions [122-1241. Because of their abluminal location in vivo some investigators have postulated that the pericyte might stimulate this process. However, co-cultivation of EC with either pericytes or SMC did not increase the number of capillary-like tubes formed in a fibrin gel [125] . We believe that rather than increase the rate and/or number of tubes formed in culture, that pericytes might "stabilize" these structures by altering the EC phenotype to reflect a more differentiated state. At present, this is a somewhat difficult hypothesis to test as the differentiated phenotype of the EC has not been well-defined. However. a auggestion that tube formation is itself a more differentiated state was provided in studies showing that the synthesis of PDGF-B is down-regulated in capillary EC in tubes versus their monolayer counterparts [126] . Studies on the effects of pericyte co-culture on PDGF expression by EC in tubes or monolayers have not been reported.
@fecfs on EC metuholism
Very few studies have been conducted ICI csamine the effects of pericytes on EC functions other than growth and migration. In one study pericytes (but not fibroblasts) were shown to significantly stimulate prostacyclin production by EC as well as protect the EC against lipid peroxide-induced damage [ 1271.
Studies of reciprocal interactions (e.g. EC effects on pericyte metabolic function) are lacking. There are some reports of EC influences on SMC function (for review see [ 1281) . For instance, EC were shown to aiter low density lipoprotein metabolism by SMC [ 1241 by increasing the number of high affinity receptors and the rate of LDL endocytosis and degradation. Because of the many similarities between pericytes and SMC, it is reasonable to suspect that similar effects might be observed in EC--pericytes co-cultures. However, given their different locations within the vasculature it is also reasonable to suspect that there will be functional differences between pericytes and SMC.
Control of pericyte growth
Virtually nothing is known about the regulation of pericyte growth in vivo. Above we outline a hypothesis suggesting that pericyte growth during vessel formation may be positively regulated by PDGF-B. This is supported by the observation of PDGF-B receptors on pericytes under conditions of active growth including healing wounds and tumors [ 1301. Results of in vitro analysis of pericyte response to PDGF isoforms are consistent with these observations. We found that pericytes in vitro respond maximally to PDGF-BB, with virtually no proliferation induced by PDGF-AA and very little by PDGF-AB [68] . Interestingly, SMC were stimulated to a greater extent by PDGF-AA and PDGF-AB. These data suggest that pericytes may possess a lower level of PDGF-or receptor. However, in vitro data on the PDGF-(Y receptor have not been reported and these findings may also be the result of changes in the cell resulting from tissue culture.
Other polypeptide growth factors which have been shown to be mitogenic for pericytes include: basic and acid fibroblast growth factors [68], heparin-binding epiderma1 growth factor (Klagsbrun and D'Amore, unpublished results) and endothelin [13 11. Pericyte growth has been shown to be inhibited by transforming growth factor-B1 [68] , and by heparin [ 1321. Furthermore, pericyte proliferation has been documented to be modulated by various ECM components. Matrix prepared from EC by deoxycholate treatment induced significant pericyte proliferation (between 2.5-and 4-fold) [ 1321. In another series of studies EC matrices prepared by alkali or Triton X-l 10 inhibited pericyte proliferation [ 1331. The differences between these results are most likely due to modifications resulting from the matrix preparation. For instance, latent TGF-B associated with the ECM may have been activated in the latter study but not in the former. Purified matrix components such as type IV collagen and fibronectin led to moderate but reproducible pericyte growth (20-70%).
Pericytes and pathology
The role of pericytes in disease processes has been attracting an increasing amount of attention [134, 135] . The pericyte has been implicated in hypertension. Comparing distribution of pericytes in the Wistar-Kyoto rat to that in the spontaneously hypertensive rat (SHR), Herman and Jacobson [136] found four times the number of o-smooth muscle actin-positive pericytes in the SHR brains as compared to their normal counterparts. The difference was most dramatic in the tegmentum of the brainstem where virtually every capillary cross-section had an associated pericyte. Although these observations do not distinguish between a cause-and-effect relationship between mural cell proliferation and increased resistance, it is intriguing to postulate that EC dysfunction in the SHR animals mediates this effect. From that viewpoint these changes are similar to that seen in the microvasculature in fetal pulmonary distress and in larger vessels during atherogenesis.
The microvasculature has been implicated in the pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis: T-cell adhesion to brain microvessels and migration into the brain are key events. Immunohistochemical analysis of brain section from patients with multiple sclerosis demonstrated VCAM-1 on both EC and pericytes and T-cell adherence to both cell types, a process increased by TNF-or treatment [ 1041. It was therefore suggested that not only the EC, but the pericytes, may play an important role in regulating T-cell infiltration into the central nervous system.
I. I. Diabetic microangiopathy
Although alterations in pericytes are described in a variety of tissues from diabetic individuals including skeletal muscle [ 1371 and nervous tissue [ 1381, the changes that occur in retinal capillaries are by far the best documented. Perhaps this is because the consequences of microvascular disease in the eye leads to such devastating complications. The loss of pericytes in retinal microvessels is one of the earliest changes that take place in retinal capillaries. Although many believe the ' 'pericyte drop-out" (as it is called) to be the result of glucose damage, the exact mechanism which underlies their degeneration has not been definitively elucidated. Pericyte loss has been demonstrated in a number of animal models of diabetes including galactosemic rat and dog, stretozotocin-induced diabetic rat and rats with genetically-induced diabetes (described in [ 1391) . Support for the concept that pericyte degeneration is secondary to glucose damage comes from studies in which diabetic-like retinal vessel changes in a galactosemic rat model, including pericyte loss, microaneurysms and acellularity, were prevented by oral treatment with Tolrestat, an aldose reductase inhibitor [ 140, 141] .
The physiologic consequences of pericyte loss have yet to be definitely elucidated. However, ultrastructural analyses of retinal microaneurysms reveal a consistent absence of pericytes, suggesting that loss of vessel integrity due to loss of pericytes may render vessels vulnerable to aneurysms. The correlation between the absence of pericytes and the retinal neovascularization in the retinopathy of prematurity and proliferative diabetic retinopathy led to the hypothesis that pericytes may have a suppressive influence in capillary growth [142] . Consistent with this concept was the ultrastructural observation that pericyte association with the developing capillary marked the cessation of vessel growth and the deposition of a basement membrane [53] . These findings led these investigators to make the following statement. "The incorporation of pericytes within the basement membrane of proliferating capillaries is proposed as the mechanism for inhibition of capillary proliferation' ' Although the hypothesis that pericyte control of capillary proliferation has not been tested directly in vivo, tissue culture studies in which EC have been cultured with pericytes (see above for details) indicate that there are Immunohistochemical studies have revealed the presence of many o-SMC actin-positive cells in the microvasculature of glioblastoma multiforma [143] . The identity of the o-actin positive cells as pericytes was confirmed by further analysis using antibodies specific for EC (EN-4) and an antibody against activated pericytes (HMWMAA). These results led the authors to suggest that pericytes or SMC may somehow contribute to the neovascular process. Examination of the localization of TGF-P in the cells of Kaposi's sarcomas (KS) revealed the precursor in both SMC and pericytes as well as in the spindle-shaped KS cells [ 1441. An autocrine as well as paracrine function was suggested for TGF-P in this pathology. [I 11 [I21 
